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Resolved-Sideband Raman Cooling to the Ground State
of an Optical Lattice
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We trap neutral Cs atoms in a two-dimensional optical lattice and cool them close to the zero
of motion by resolved-sideband Raman cooling. Sideband cooling occurs via transitions betwee
vibrational manifolds associated with a pair of magnetic sublevels, and the required Raman coup
provided by the lattice potential itself. We obtain mean vibrational excitationsn̄x ø n̄y , 0.024, corre-
sponding to a population.95% in the vibrational ground state. Atoms in the ground state of an opti
lattice provide a new system in which to explore quantum state control and subrecoil laser co
[S0031-9007(98)06022-0]

PACS numbers: 32.80.Pj, 32.80.Qk, 42.50.Vk
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The preparation and coherent manipulation of pu
quantum states represent the ultimate control which
be exerted over a physical system. A spectacular exam
is the preparation of the motional ground state of a trapp
atomic ion by resolved-sideband cooling [1], which h
been followed by the generation of Fock, coherent a
squeezed states, and of Schrödinger cat states [2]. M
recent developments include the demonstration of quan
logic gates [3], which represents a first step toward qu
tum computation [4]. Various degrees of quantum st
control have been achieved also for the electromagn
field [5], for Rydberg [6] and nuclear [7] wave packets, a
in chemical reactions [8]. In this Letter we demonstrate
the first time the preparation of the vibrational ground st
of optically trapped neutral Cs atoms by resolved-sideba
Raman cooling [9]. Of order106 atoms are individually
trapped in the Lamb-Dicke regime in independent pote
tial wells of a two-dimensional, far detuned optical lattic
[10] formed by the interference of three laser beams, a
cooled to a mean vibrational excitation of 0.008(16) [1
per degree of freedom. For one degree of freedom
corresponds to a ground state population ofs99 6 1.6d%,
far above the maximum value of,30% achieved by po-
larization gradient cooling [12], and comparable to th
achieved in ion traps [1]. Preparation of these essenti
pure quantum states will permit experiments with noncl
sical atomic motion and quantum state manipulation wh
signature would vanish when averaged over a statist
mixture. In [13] we discuss two examples of such expe
ments: rotations of the state vector between pairs of vib
tional states, which can be used as building blocks of m
complex unitary transformations [2,3], and the preparat
of mesoscopic superposition states by controlled tunne
between optical potential wells.

Our sideband cooling scheme relies on Raman tra
tions between the vibrational manifolds associated w
a pair of magnetic sublevels of the6S1y2sF  4d hyper-
fine ground state. Compared to ion traps and free sp
Raman cooling [14], which rely on transitions between d
ferent hyperfine ground states, our optical lattice system
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fers the considerable advantage of using Raman coup
between magnetic sublevels which is intrinsic to the la
tice potential itself. This eliminates the need for separa
phase locked Raman lasers separated by frequencies i
GHz regime, and allows for a remarkably simple expe
mental setup. At the densities used here, atoms in differ
potential wells do not interact, and it is straightforward
prepare a macroscopic number of atoms in the vibratio
ground state. Because of the efficiency inherent in la
cooling, in excess of 80% of the atoms captured in o
magneto-optic trap end up in the motional ground state
the far-off-resonance lattice. This is in contrast to demo
strations of state selection in optical lattices [15]; in tho
experiments the initial ground state fraction was only a fe
percent and the selection process, therefore, very ine
cient. Given the combination of simplicity and cooling e
ficiency, we expect that resolved-sideband Raman coo
in optical lattices, followed by adiabatic expansion [16
will prove an attractive means of optical subrecoil coolin

The basic design for our optical lattice is a config
ration of three coplanar laser beams [17] as shown
Fig. 1(a), with equal amplitudesE1 and linear polarizations
in the lattice plane. This lattice consists of nearly isotrop
potential wells centered at positions where the local p
larization is eithers1 or s2. The lattice frequency is
typically detuned 20 GHz (3831 natural linewidths) belo
the 6S1y2sF  4d ! 6P3y2sF 0  5d transition at 852 nm,
which is much further than the separation between hyp
fine excited states. The optical potential for alkali atom
in the limit of large detuning is discussed in detail
[13], and we give here a brief summary of the salie
features. The total electric field in the lattice isEsxd 
RefE1´sxde2ivLtg, wheré sxd is the local polarization (not
necessarily unit norm). The optical potential for atoms
theF  I 1 J hyperfine ground state can then be writte
in the compact form

Ûsxd  2
2
3

U1j´sxdj2Î 1
i
3

U1f´sxd 3 ´sxdg ?
F̂
F

,

whereÎ, F̂ are the identity and angular momentum oper
tors, andU1 is the magnitude of the light shift induced by
© 1998 The American Physical Society 4149
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FIG. 1. (a) Experimental setup for resolved-sideband Ram
cooling. The basic lattice is formed by three coplanar las
beams with linear polarizations in the lattice plane. To a
a p component to the lattice light field and provide Rama
coupling we change the polarization of one beam to elliptic
The pumper and repumper beams ares1 polarized, normal to
the lattice plane and counterpropagating, in order to balan
radiation pressure. (b) Basic cooling scheme. The far-o
resonance lattice potential inducess6 $ p Raman transitions
and couples the magnetic sublevelsjm  3, 4l of the F  4
hyperfine ground state. Relaxationjm  3l ! jm  4l is
provided by a pair of pumper and repumper beams.

single lattice beam driving a transition with unit Clebsch
Gordon coefficient. When the polarizations of all the la
tice beams lie in thex-y plane, the second term has th
form of an effective magnetic field alonĝz. Ûsxd is then
diagonal in the basis of magnetic sublevels, with each
agonal element corresponding to the (diabatic) optical p
tential for that state. Off-diagonal elements correspond
Raman coupling between magnetic sublevels and can
obtained only by adding to the lattice light field a com
ponent polarized alonĝz (p polarization). Our two-
dimensional lattice is the simplest configuration for whic
this is possible [13]; ap-polarized component with well
defined amplitudeEp and phaseeif relative to the in-plane
component is introduced by changing the polarization
one of the lattice beams. Considering only Raman co
pling between magnetic sublevelsjm  4l and jm  3l,
the operatorÛsxd can be expanded to first order in th
Lamb-Dicke parameterh 

p
ERyh̄v around a potential

minimum. With a choice of lattice beam phases that pu
a s1-polarized potential well at the origin, and choosin
w  py2 to maximize the Raman coupling, we find

Û4,3sxd ø 2i
U1

4
p

2

Ep

E1
s2 1 kX 2 i3kYd ,

where X and Y are the quantum mechanical positio
operators. From this expression we see that the o
diagonal elements of the potential provide Raman coupl
between adjacent vibrational levels, and, therefore, all
for sideband cooling along botĥx andŷ.

In the tight binding regime the bound states o
the lattice are well approximated by product stat
jn, ml  jnl ≠ jml, where jnl is a two-dimensional
harmonic oscillator state with total vibrational excitatio
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n  nx 1 ny associated with the diabatic potential fo
the magnetic subleveljml. Motion in the direction nor-
mal to the lattice plane is separable and can be ignor
In the experiment discussed below, the amplitude of t
out-of-plane polarized component isEp ø 0.3E1, the
single-beam light shift isU1 ø 54ER [ER  sh̄kd2y2m is
the photon recoil energy], and the Lamb-Dicke parame
is h ø 0.2. A typical matrix element kn 2 1, m 
3jÛ4,3sxdjn, m  4l is then ø 0.7

p
nxER and

ø2
p

nyER for Dnx  21 and Dny  21, respectively.
For comparison, the maximum light shift isU0 ø 243ER ,
and the oscillation frequency in thejm  4l potential is
h̄v ø 20ER.

Resolved-sideband Raman cooling can now be acco
plished as illustrated in Fig. 1(b). We add a weak ma
netic field Bz along ẑ to Zeeman shift statesjn, m  4l
and jn 2 1, m  3l into degeneracy; in the terminology
of sideband cooling this corresponds to tuning the R
man coupling to the first red sideband. The lattice th
stimulates transitionsjn, m  4l $ jn 2 1, m  3l. Re-
laxation from jn 2 1, m  3l to jn 2 1, m  4l is pro-
vided by optical pumping, which is accomplished with
pair of s1-polarized pumper and repumper beams res
nant with theF  4 ! F0  4 andF  3 ! F0  4 hy-
perfine transitions. Optical pumping on theF  4 !
F0  4 transition serves to decouple atoms in thejn, m 
4l states from the resonant pumper light, so thatjn 
0, m  4l is a dark state. This comes at the price of o
casional decay to theF  3 hyperfine ground state, which
is problematic, because the minima for theF  4 poten-
tial coincide with saddle points for theF  3 potential.
The presence of an intense, resonant repumper beam
sures that the atoms are returned to theF  4 state before
their wave packets can disperse, so that no significant he
ing occurs. Roughly one pumper and one repumper ph
ton is necessary to effect the transitionjn 2 1, m  3l !
jn 2 1, m  4l.

Our sideband cooling experiment proceeds as follow
A vapor cell magneto-optic trap and 3D optical molass
are used to prepare a colds3 mKd sample of,106 atoms
in a volume,400 mm in diameter. After the 3D mo-
lasses beams are extinguished, the atoms are cooled
localized in a near-resonance 2D optical lattice with th
same beam configuration as the far-off-resonance latti
The atoms are then adiabatically transferred to the sup
imposed, far-off-resonance lattice by decreasing the de
of the near-resonance lattice to zero and simultaneou
increasing the depth of the far-off-resonance lattice fro
zero to the final operating depth. This produces a sam
of atoms localized in the far-off-resonance lattice, deep
the Lamb-Dicke regime and with minimal vibrational ex
citation [18]. When the transfer is completed, we beg
resolved-sideband Raman cooling by adding a fieldBz

to tune the lattice Raman coupling to the red sideba
and turning on the pumper-repumper beams. After so
time, cooling is terminated by a shorts,40 msd interval
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of intense optical pumping in order to transfer as ma
atoms as possible tojm  4l. We then quickly extinguish
the lattice, pumper and repumper beams, and measure
atomic momentum distribution along the vertical dire
tion. This is accomplished by a standard time-of-flig
(TOF) analysis, which infers the momentum distributio
from the atomic arrival times at a,50 mm thick probe
beam located 4.7 cm below the lattice [Fig. 1(a)]. T
observed momentum distributions are generally indist
guishable from a Gaussian fit, and we characterize th
by the corresponding kinetic temperatureT  kp2lykBM.
Rotating the lattice with respect to gravity allows us
obtain momentum distributions in different directions.
practice we are constrained to measure the momen
distribution along one of the lattice beams, i.e., alo
ŷ and the directionx̂0 forming a 30± angle with thex
axis. This is sufficient to determine that the atoms a
two-dimensionally cold. Adding a magnetic field gradie
during the measurement separates the TOF distribut
for different jml and allows us to determine the distribu
tion of population over magnetic sublevels [12].

When they have first been loaded into the far-o
resonance lattice, atoms are distributed fairly eve
among all magnetic sublevels. A measurement a
11 ms of sideband cooling shows, however, that at le
90% of the atoms have been optically pumped in
the stretched statejm  4l [Fig. 2(b)]. In the figure,
apparent residual population in statesjm # 3l is an
artifact caused by atoms escaping from the optical latt
during sideband cooling, and by adiabatic transitio
between magnetic sublevels as the atoms are rele
from the lattice. Because we finish the cooling seque
with a short, intense optical pumping pulse, we exp
that the final population injm  4l is, in fact, very
close to 100%. It is then straightforward to obtain
Boltzmann factor for the vibrational populations from
the measured kinetic temperature. First we calcul
the kinetic temperatureT0 of the vibrational ground
state in the jm  4l potential (including a correction
for anharmonicity), based on a very careful estima
of the lattice light intensity and detuning. For ou
parametersfU1  54s3dERg we find T0  951s30d nK
[11]. The potential wells are sufficiently isotropic s
that there is no significant variation inT0 along different
directions. Using a harmonic model the Boltzmann fac
is then given byqB  sT 2 T0dysT 1 T0d, where the
effect of anharmonicity is taken into account via th
correction inT0. Figure 2(a) shows a typical momentu
distribution measured after 11 ms of sideband cooli
For comparison we also show the calculated ground s
distribution, as well as an uncooled distribution. It
immediately apparent that the atoms are cooled very cl
to the zero point of motion. After the sideband coolin
process has reached steady state, there is no measu
difference between the momentum spread alongx̂0 and ŷ,
nor is there any measurable difference in the tempera
y
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at detunings of 10, 20, and 35 GHz; the data discuss
below were all measured for a detuning of 20 GH
and in the x̂0 direction. To determine the minimum
temperature that can be reached in our experiment
performed a series of 16 measurements similar to Fig. 2
in the course of roughly 1 h. From this data we obta
an average kinetic temperatureT  966s10d nK. The
corresponding Boltzmann factor isqB  0.008s16d, and
the mean vibrational excitation per degree of freedom
n̄x ø n̄y ø 0.008s16d. Here the experimental uncertaint
is dominated by the accuracy to which we can determ
T0. For atoms injm  4l, these numbers correspon
to a populationp0  0.984s31d in the two-dimensional
vibrational ground state.

Further information can be gained from a measurem
of the steady state vibrational excitation versus Raman
tuning. The inset of Fig. 3 shows the kinetic temperatu
as a function of the tuning fieldBz, and clearly demon-
strates cooling on both the first and second red sideba
In steady state we can invoke detailed balance to obt
1yqB  p0yp1  GcoolyGheat. The heating rateGheat is
roughly independent ofBz , since it is dominated by extra-
neous processes such as spontaneous scattering of la
photons, while the cooling rateGcool is proportional to the
rate of Raman absorption on the red sideband. We, the
fore, expect Lorentzian maxima in1yqB when Bz corre-
sponds to Raman resonance, which is indeed what we
in Fig. 3. The separation between the center of the t
cooling resonances is equal to the energy difference
tween the first and second excited vibrational manifolds

FIG. 2. (a) Momentum distribution alonĝx0 after 11 ms of
sideband cooling (solid line). Also shown is the calculate
distribution for the vibrational ground state (open circle
and an uncooled distribution (dashed line). (b) Stern-Gerla
analysis of the atomic internal state after sideband cooling (
curve). The bottom curve shows the magnetic populatio
before cooling.
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FIG. 3. Inverse Boltzmann factor as a function of applie
magnetic field (Raman detuning). Cooling on the first an
second sideband is evident. Solid circles are data poin
the solid line a fit to the sum of two Lorentzians. Inse
corresponding kinetic temperatures. The dashed line indica
the kinetic temperature of the vibrational ground state.

jm  4l, and so provides an independent measuremen
the lattice depth and of the ground state kinetic tempe
ture T0. On this basis we findT0  997s50d nK, which
agrees nicely with the value based on our estimate of
lattice light intensity. The full width at half maximum of
the Lorentzian fit to the first sideband is,3 ER , within
40% of the estimated width of thejn  1, m  3l state
caused by optical pumping. This agreement is reasona
considering the uncertainty on1yqB around the peak of the
resonance.

In conclusion we have demonstrated resolved-sideba
Raman cooling to the ground state of a two-dimension
far-off-resonance optical lattice. Our method relies o
Raman coupling intrinsic to the lattice potential and use
magnetic field to tune the coupling to the “red sideband
This results in a simple setup which yields ground sta
populations greater than 95%. Extension of the sche
to three-dimensional lattices is straightforward and shou
result in comparable vibrational temperatures. A wid
range of experiments on nonclassical motion will ben
fit from the preparation of atoms in a well defined initia
quantum state, including squeezing, collapse and revi
of wave packets [19], the study of quantum chaotic m
tion [20], and the study of quantum transport in optic
potentials [21]. Conditions in the optical lattice are als
favorable for quantum state manipulation, and we are c
rently working to prepare squeezed states and Fock st
within a single potential well, as well as coherent supe
positions of the vibrational ground states in neighborin
potential wells [13]. Finally, neutral atoms near the ele
tronic ground state interact very weakly with each othe
and the techniques explored here could be applied in
tremely far-detuned, large-periodicity lattices, where ea
potential well contains several atoms [22]. Cooling of
few atoms to a common ground state would provide a n
4152
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route to quantum degeneracy, in a regime very differe
from Bose-Einstein condensation [23].
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